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Fiduciary Obligations 
 

1) Define fiduciary relationships? 
2) Has one arisen? 

a. Presumed? 
b. Non-presumed (factual)? 

3) Breach occurred? 
4) Defence? 
5) Remedies 

 

 
Defining Fiduciary relationship 
 
Characteristics  
(Meagher, Gummow, Lehane): its essence is to serve exclusively the interests of a person or group, 
or, to put it negatively – it is a relationship in which the parties are not free to pursue their 
separate interests  

• The critical feature is that the fiduciary undertakes to act on behalf of/in the interest of 
another person, and this relationship gives the fiduciary a special opportunity to exercise 
the power or discretion to the detriment of that other person who is accordingly 
‘vulnerable’ (Mason J: Hospital Products) 

• Must not do for their own benefit what ought to have been done for principal (Hospital 
Products; Brian) 

Hence: Is this a relationship in which, one party can legitimately expect that the other not merely 
do what they are supposed to do, but to subordinate their interests (semi-circular)  
 
Fiduciary obligations 

1) No conflict: Obligation not to place oneself in a position of conflict 
2) No profit: Obligation not to make an unauthorised profit  

 
Nature 

➢ Proscriptive obligations not to obtain unauthorised benefits (Breen) → hence fully 
informed consent may vitiate the breach (Boardman) 

➢ Such obligations arise even though the principal would/could not have sought the benefit 
which the beneficiary obtained (Boardman; Keech) 

➢ Strict liability – irrespective of bona fides (Nocton) 

➢ This liability extends to profits or benefits derived by reason of either/both the 
opportunity or knowledge acquired from the fiduciary’s position (Boardman) 
 

Significance of the fiduciary relationship 
Fiduciary relationships bring a smorgasbord of remedies that arise outside of a normal equitable 
duty – e.g. can acquire an account of profits 
 
 

Owing a Duty 
 
Presumed obligations arising from status relationships: 
 
There are a set of established relationships which arise as a matter of course: ‘status-based’ FR: 

• Trustee/beneficiary (Hospital Products; Keech) 

• Director/company (Woolworths v Kelly) 
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• Solicitor/Client (Makaronis; Nocton) 

• Partner/Partner (Zacharia) 

• Agent/principal (McDonald) 

• Employer/employee (Hospital Products: Mason J) – only now becoming one 
 

Keech v Sandford: 
1726 
 

Tenant held land on trust for infant beneficiary; lease almost expired: 

• Trustee sought to renew lease – but landlord refused, fearing 
that he would not be secured upon default, as the tenant was 
effectively an infant (fusion fallacy – the tenant actually owes 
him the obligations) 

• The tenant took renewal of the lease directly in his own name 
Representative of the infant brings a suit for breach of fiduciary 

 
No-conflict rule breached, even though beneficiary could not obtain 
lease 
 
The beneficiary may not have lost anything; trustee had breached his 

conflicts duties → Even though it was impossible for the beneficiary 
to obtain renewal of the lease, the lease was held on constructive 
trust for the beneficiary: 

• This remedy focuses on deterrence → temptation not to 
perform other duties would be great if the trustee could get 
away with it 

• “This may seem hard, that the trustee is the only person of 
all mankind who might not have the lease” 

Chan v Zacharia 
1984 HCA 

Chan and Z were two GPs in partnership → as part of the 

partnership they leased premises, with an option to renew → 
partnership was wound to be wound up → Z left premises; C 
executed for himself a renewal of the least 

→ Breach? 
 
Fiduciary obligation owed 
 
Partnership was solvent on dissolution, hence both held undivided 

beneficial interests in the totality of assets → after dissolution, both 
held legal rights under lease + option as trustees for those entitled to 
share in the proceeds of the realisation of the assets of the 
partnership.  

• Therefore, 1) trustees of legal rights under the lease 2) former 

partner role → each involves fiduciary obligation to act in 
the interests of the dissolved partnership and beneficial 
realisation of its assets 

• C entitled to decline option as partner/accept it for himself? 
 
(Deane J) 

• Fiduciary relationship means that the fiduciary must account 
to the principal for any benefit or gain:  

o i) obtained where a conflict arises/significant 
possibility of conflict exists OR [no-conflict] 

o ii) obtained by reason of his position or 
opportunity or knowledge resulting form it [profit] 

• Any such gain is held by the fiduciary as constructive trustee 
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• This ‘rule in Keech’ is strict; it applies irrespective of bona 
fides, etc. Partnership is a settled category in which the 
fiduciary relationship arises.  

• It applies twice in this case: 
o Irrefutable presumption that he acquired his rights as 

trustee of the previous tenancy 
o Rebuttable presumption that he acquired his rights as 

former partner – but not effectively rebutted 

• Only two possible defences to liability to account as a 
constructive trustee, neither of which are found: 

o Due authorisation by the fully informed and effective 
asset of the principal ratio 

o It would be unconscientious to assert the liability to 
account (e.g. in a situation where there is no conflict, 
it is in the interests of the principal that the fiduciary 
obtain a profit/benefit) dicta 

 

Non-presumption factual relationships 
 
If the relationship in question is not one for which a status-based fiduciary relationship is owed, 
the relationship must be assessed by analogy or from ostensible first principles (Hospital Products; 
UDC):  

• Civil servant/Crown (AG v Reid): NZ → shows breach in multiple ways too 

• Doctor/Patient (Norberg; Breen) 

• Joint venturers (UDC) – even in absence of formal relationship  

• Parent/Child – in Canada (KM v HM) 

• Bailor/Bailee (Hallett’s Estate) 

• Crown/Indigenous People (Guerin) → probably no in Australia; equitable duty may arise 
but that does not render it a fiduciary obligation cf. Canada where First Nations people 
have fully fledged proprietary interests, which grounds an interposed agency relationship 

 
Civil servant/crown 
Not necessarily fiduciaries, but usually within a similar situation  
 

AG v Reid (NZ) Hong Kong deputy prosecutor takes bribes from Mafia to impede 
prosecutions → criminal and breach of fiduciary duty → bought 
farms in NZ and HK government tried to caveat title (require 
proprietary interest) 
 
Was a breach of FD! 
 
With breach of FD, the bribe money was therefore held on 
constructive trust. There was accordingly a proprietary interest in the 
assets used in the expenditure of the trust money.  

Doctor/patient 
 
Relationship involves a position of ascendency (Norberg) but this is insufficient to make out a 

fiduciary relationship (Breen) → it is about economic interests (usually contractual relationship 
relating to medical interests) 
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Norberg Doctors in great position of ascendancy vis a vis their patient’s 

sickness → one would expect that they don’t take advantage of that. 
The position in Australia qualifies this (Breen) 

Breen v Williams 
1996 HCA 

Breen underwent a botched breast augmentation surgery → 
Williams’ reparation procedure was unsuccessful 

• Breen joined a class action against the manufacturer of her 
breast implants in the US – needed medical records to 
substantiate her case 

• W’s insurance policy prohibited him from handing over 
without a waiver of liability signed by Breen 

• Breen refused to sign waiver – and argued that since doctors 
owe patients fiduciary duties, they must act in their patient’s 
best interests [this is not a fiduciary obligation in the sense of 
no conflict/profit] 

 
Williams had breached no fiduciary obligation 
 
Relationship between doctor and patient is primarily contractual; no 
fiduciary obligation to act in patient’s best interests 

• Exception in special circumstances → fiduciary obligations 
may be superimposed on legal obligation – e.g. a financial 
interest in a drug/hospital recommended by a doctor or 
where there is a conflict of interest  

• H/e breach of the legal does not mean breach of the 
fiduciary  

• It would be to ‘stand established principle on its head’ to 
reason that because equity considers the defendant to be a 
fiduciary, therefore the D has a legal obligation to act in the 
interest of the P so that the failure to fulfil that positive 
obligation represents a breach of fiduciary duty  

No breach, b/c nothing to breach 

 
 
Joint venturers 
Joint ventures akin to partnerships attract fiduciary obligations once there is an informal agreement 
to adopt the elements that make up such an arrangement, and take steps to implement it (UDC) 
→ drafted, planned to split profits, policy decisions in joint venture, agreed partnership even at 
negotiation stage 
 

UDC v Brian 
1985 HCA 

Three companies joint venture → B discovers cut out → final draft 

had charge all profits for security b/w S and U → failure to disclose 
clause a fiduciary breach? 
 
Fiduciary obligation 
 

Analogous to partnership → does not depend on concluded 

agreement/ongoing → the participants had informally negotiated 
a fiduciary relationship to be profitable together: 

• Profits to be shared 

• Joint venture property held on trust 

• Policy of the enterprise was a matter of joint decisions  

• Parties agreed to be in partnership even at negotiation stage 
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Creation of the Relationship 
 
If the relationship is not ‘status-based’, and is not analogous to another situation, might there be a 
fiduciary relationship from first principles on the facts?  

• Factors such as power, ascendency, etc.  

• Difficult in arms-length, commercial situations.  
 
The dividing line: Hospital Products, and Brian as being the ‘dividing line’.  

➢ Is there a legitimate expectation that the other party will act in the interests of the first 
party by i) not placing themselves in a position of conflict or ii) obtaining an unauthorised 
profit? 

➢ Despite the ostensible circularity of this comment it highlights the extreme ambiguity that 
surrounds contemporary jurisprudence on the point 

➢ Facts will inform whether a ‘legitimate expectation’ has arisen: 
o Confidence: neither necessary nor conclusive (Hospital products) 
o Inequality of bargaining power: insufficient condition (Hospital products) 
o Commerciality: militates against fiduciary duty because can negotiate protections 

in (Hospital products) h/e if more like partnership where profits shared, etc. this can 
militate in favour of duty (Brian) 

o Type of relationship/whether it is established: Joint venture → share of profits 

→ joint decisions, etc. (Brian): implies that expectation they will act together 
o Inherency of conflict to the relationship: probably militates against fiduciary 

duty being owed (Hospital Products) → too much risk; h/e Mason J powerful dissent 

on this point that fiduciary duty can be owed in certain respects → difference of 
opinion turned on the fact that ‘goodwill protection’ was deemed to be part of the 
repsonsibilties only by Mason, and not majority.  

 
 

Hospital Products v USSC 
1984 HCA 

USSC sold medical instruments in the US; distributed products in 

Australia via HP → HP terminated its distribution relationship, 
whilst in the meantime deferred USSC orders, and accumulated their 

own → started manufacturing components of USSC goods 

• USSC had no knowledge of this manufacturing  

• After termination, they began completing orders 
 
NSWSC: McLelland J – found duty and breach; ordered an account 
of profits [not powerful b/c doesn’t yield you priority in credit] 
NSWCA: found a constructive trust remedy  
 
HCA: no fiduciary duty; had a duty been owed/breached McClelland 
J remedy is preferred (Mason dissenting) 
 

(Gibbs CJ) → Majority 

• Contractual duty did not attract a concomitant fiduciary duty 

→ two general propositions of fiduciary 
o Entrusting intangible property + reliance on 

defendant to deal with property for benefit of P OR 
o Entrusts defendant a job to perform, procuring best 

terms for  
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• Goodwill is intangible but not the subject of contract here 
→ not explicit/implicit that goodwill be advanced 
/protected. The key question is the distribution obligation 
attracting a fiduciary aspect 

• Indicia: 
o Confidence: neither necessary nor conclusive of FR 
o Inequality: insufficient condition of FR + here such 

inequality would have fallen USSC’s way 
o Commercial/arm’s length: militates against 

fiduciary duty: 

▪ USSC could have negotiated protections in 

▪ USSC was under no pressure to make the 
contract they did (they had superior power) 

▪ They responded to a request by HP 
o Purpose of transaction: → make HP profit + often 

interests of HP and USSC would conflict in terms of 
interest, often in favour of HP 

Hence only damages in breach of contract are available 
 
(Mason J diss.) 

• Distributor/manufacturer is not an establish fiduciary 
relationship; so, look to features: 

o Contract does not itself provide for the fiduciary 
relationship, but may co-exist 

o By terms of contract, HP could make decisions in 
pursuit of its own interests; hence no 
“comprehensive” fiduciary obligation existed. Viz., 
did not have fiduciary obligation with respect to 
whole contract 

o H/e can have an obligation to act in other’s interests 
even if potential fiduciary entitled to act for itself 
sometimes 

• Commerciality is not itself a bar → analogous to accepted 

categories of FR → nature of contract important  

• Goodwill needed to be protected: 

o Responsibility to protect USSC’s market in Aus → 
entrusted with procurement, sale and supply of 
USSC products in Aus 

o Acted in both their own interests and the interests of 

USSC (cf. majority → this was a bar b/c of inherency 
of conflict to the relationship) 

o Could prefer its own interests, so long as it acted in 
good faith + never acting solely in its own interests 

• Duty:  
o Don’t profit due to distribution position 
o Not to act in a way that created a real sensible 

possibility of conflict between its interests and those 
of USSC 

• Breach: two-fold 
o Secretly manufacturing w/ a view to make a 

market for itself at expense of USSC 
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o Deferring USSC orders w/ a view to fill those 
orders at the expense of USSC 

• Remedy: HP account for any profit it derived from the 
business of distribution with its own re-packaged products 

UDC v Brian 
1985 HCA 

Three companies engaged in a joint venture: UDC, Brian and SPL 
→ agreement over a set of developments → realised a substantial 
profit 

• At realisation of profits and subsequent distribution, B 
discovers that he has been cut out of the agreement 

• UDC relied on a collateralisation clause to retain all the profit 
Essentially, final draft of the agreement charged the entire profits 
of the development as security for debts owing from S to U – B 
agreed contractually, so marshalled an equitable argument that U 
breached fiduciary obligation by not disclosing such a clause 
 
Fiduciary obligation arose that was breached 
 
Relationship: depends upon form of joint venture and content of 
obligations 

• Does not depend on having a concluded agreement → 
sufficient that they acted on a supposed agreement  

• Does not depend on being ongoing  
 
Was fiduciary despite commerciality b/c it was more of a 
partnership: 

• Profits to be shared 

• Joint venture property held on trust 

• Policy of the enterprise was a matter of joint decisions  

• Parties agreed to be in partnership even at negotiation stage 
 

Duty: to avoid conflict and to avoid profit → arose at the time when 
UDC/SPL first gave and accepted mortgages: 

• FD to refrain from pursuing any collateral advantage in 
relation to the proposed project without knowledge and 
informed assent of the other participants – viz., using the 
property for collateral advantage outside the agreement 

• Negotiating their own interests → but still with a duty of no 
conflict/no profit 

 
Breach: By mortgages, U and S applied the partnership property to 
their own collateral purposes which led to collateral advantage for 
themselves (loan and profit) 
 

 

Breach 
 
Characterising breach  
Glover describes fiduciary duties as being ‘vertical’ (solicitor owes to a client) or ‘horizontal’ 
(mutual fiduciary obligations, such as in a Brian situation). After characterising the relationship 
as such, the question then arises whether a breach in that relationship has occurred: 

• Proscriptive obligations not to obtain unauthorised benefits (Breen) 
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• Such obligations arise even though the principal would/could not have sought the benefit 
which the beneficiary obtained (Boardman; Keech) 

• This liability extends to profits or benefits derived by reason of either/both the 
opportunity or knowledge acquired from the fiduciary’s position (Boardman) 

 
 

1) Fiduciary is liable for profits they derived by reason of either or both the opportunity and 
knowledge acquired in their position as fiduciary (No profit rule) 

 
➢ Special information sufficient (Boardman) → [Confidential information] 

➢ Note the distinction between obtaining by reason of fiduciary position, and merely 

obtaining knowledge whilst in position of fiduciary → (Boardman; Zacharia) → In B, 
although not non-public information the only reason he had access to such info was 
because he discovered it upon review of the performance of trust fund and through advice 
– sufficiently ‘by reason of’.  

 
 

Boardman v Phipps 
1967 HoL 

B was a solicitor engaged by Trustees of P’s family trust → B is not 
himself a trustee, merely solicitor to the trustees. [Note: if B does 
something wrong the trustees sue him; h/e here improper plaintiff 
as the beneficiaries sue him] 

• Reviewing trust information had led B to become aware of 
an opportunity to asset-strip Lester and Harris Ltd. This 
information is not secret, but is not publicly available – 
requires some line of inquiry. H/e he is able to pursue this 
line of inquiry by reason of this information only (he would 
never have thought to inquire otherwise) 

• The trustees did not desire to acquire the shares necessary to 
perform the takeover necessary to acquire a position to asset-
strip L and H 

• B performed the takeover with the help of one of the 
beneficiaries instead, investing their own money, and making 
significant profit 

B has made a lot of money for the trust in the process; but the 
beneficiaries still sue citing a breach of fiduciary obligation – they 
wanted the net profits to be accounted for  
 
Did he owe a fiduciary obligation? 
 

Constructive trust case → he was a trustee de son tort, who they 

were able to sue → detriment need not be shown 
 
(Lord Hodson) 

• Obligations? → B was in same position as if he had been 
agent for trustee – viz., he was able to be impugned in that 
position. Possible example of a fusion fallacy, but he 
essentially owes fiduciary obligations as a consequence 

• Breach → It is no defence to say that the inability of the 
cestui que trust/trust to make the purchase makes no 
difference to the liability of B 

o Obtaining knowledge by reason of his fiduciary 
position (not just coming across information during 
his time as a fiduciary) 
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o Special information – had a ‘special quality’ even if 
not confidential’ 

▪ He made profit by use of partnership 
property → he obtained information by his 
position as fiduciary, even if the information 
was not strictly confidential [very harsh 
requirement, possible to be different today] 

• Consent → nothing short of fully informed consent could 
permit B’s Actions 

• Remedy → Account of profits, with an allowance for work 
and skill required to exercise the takeover 

Chan v Zacharia Chan/Z on premises w/option → Chan opts to renew 
 
Fiduciary obligation owed 
 

• This ‘rule in Keech’ is strict; it applies irrespective of bona 
fides, etc. Partnership is a settled category in which the 
fiduciary relationship arises.  

• It applies twice in this case: 
o Irrefutable presumption that he acquired his rights as 

trustee of the previous tenancy 
o Rebuttable presumption that he acquired his rights as 

former partner – but not effectively rebutted 
→ took personal advantage of an opportunity that he acquired by 
virtue of his fiduciary position; even though Z suffered no loss 

 

2) Two kinds of no conflict duties→ Duty/interest conflicts (situation where fiduciary 
obtains benefits beyond those that are authorised/obtains benefits to exclusion of 
principal) OR duty/duty conflict (obligation to avoid competing fiduciary duties – e.g. 
lawyers for two clients) 

 
Duty/interest 

Keech v Sandford: 
1726 
 

Tenant held land on trust for infant beneficiary; lease almost expired: 

• Trustee sought to renew lease – but landlord refused, fearing 
that he would not be secured upon default, as the tenant was 
effectively an infant (fusion fallacy – the tenant actually owes 
him the obligations) 

• The tenant took renewal of the lease directly in his own name 
Representative of the infant brings a suit for breach of fiduciary 

 
No-conflict rule breached, even though beneficiary could not obtain 
lease 
 
The beneficiary may not have lost anything; trustee had breached his 

conflicts duties → Even though it was impossible for the beneficiary 
to obtain renewal of the lease, the lease was held on constructive 
trust for the beneficiary: 

• This remedy focuses on deterrence → temptation not to 
perform other duties would be great if the trustee could get 
away with it 

• “This may seem hard, that the trustee is the only person of 
all mankind who might not have the lease” 
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Chan v Zacharia 
1984 HCA 

Chan and Z were two GPs in partnership → as part of the 
partnership they leased premises, with an option to renew → 

partnership was wound to be wound up → Z left premises; C 
executed for himself a renewal of the least 

→ Breach? 
 
Fiduciary obligation owed 

• This ‘rule in Keech’ is strict; it applies irrespective of bona 
fides, etc. Partnership is a settled category in which the 
fiduciary relationship arises.  

• It applies twice in this case: 
o Irrefutable presumption that he acquired his rights as 

trustee of the previous tenancy 
o Rebuttable presumption that he acquired his rights as 

former partner – but not effectively rebutted 

 
Duty/duty conflict 
 

Pilmer Fiduciary cannot act in conflict or potential conflict between 
competing duties e.g. solicitor representing two competing clients  

• HOWEVER: Can have competing duties if a) instruct client 
to seek separate/independent advice; b) consent to 
situation by knowing of the conflict (Bolkiah) 

CBA v Smith 
1991 FCA 

CBA conflict w/ vendor and buyer of pubcs 
 
Equitable compensation in the amount of overvalue 
 
Breach: the causing by CBA of the purchase decision by the Smiths 
(not purchasing at over-value) → the closest remedy to rescission is 
the repayment of overvalue 

• Since rescission not possible – instead of getting money back 
and giving pub, get as close to where they should be as 
possible which is getting the overvalue back  

 

Defences 
Two general lines of argument proceed here 

➢ The ‘defence’ of fully informed consent is not a defence per se; the breach is ‘authorised’ 

and so does not constitute a breach (Boardman) →No defence principal would/could not 
have sought the benefit which the beneficiary obtained (Boardman; Keech) 
 

➢ May be unconscientious to assert the breach (Zacharia; Boardman) 
 

Keech v Sanford Infant beneficiary → tenant takes renewal of lease in own name 

 
No-conflict rule breached, even though beneficiary could not obtain 
lease 
 
Even though it was impossible for the beneficiary to obtain renewal 
of the lease, the lease was held on constructive trust for the 

beneficiary → breach of conflicts duty (personal interest obtained in 
place of the principal) 
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Boardman v Phipps 
1967 HoL 

B taking over/restructuring L and H after Trustees refuse  
 
No defence that they forewent opportunity  
 

Consent → nothing short of fully informed consent could permit 
B’s Actions 

Chan v Zacharia Chan/Z on premises w/option → Chan opts to renew 
 
Fiduciary obligation owed 
 

• Only two possible defences to liability to account as a 
constructive trustee, neither of which are found: 

o Due authorisation by the fully informed and effective 
asset of the principal ratio 

o It would be unconscientious to assert the liability to 
account (e.g. in a situation where there is no conflict, 
it is in the interests of the principal that the fiduciary 
obtain a profit/benefit) dicta 

 
 
 

Remedies  
 
→ Rescission possible? (Makaronis) – not if third parties involved 

➢ CHOOSE: Loss-based or gains-based remedy (Warman) 

→ LOSS-BASED: Move on to equitable compensation (Nocton) 

• No doctrine of contributory fault (Pilmer) or exemplary damages (Harris) 

• Will approximate effects of rescission (CBA v Smith) case where pub for $60k extra value 

→ GAINS-BASED:  

• Property not identifiable → account of profits (Al Saraj; Warman) 

• Property identifiable → constructive trust (last resort) (Reid) 
 

1) Rescission 
 
Undoing the transaction and restoring parties to their original rescission requires that he who seeks 
rescission give up their benefits (Makaronis) 
 

Maguire v Makaronis 
1997 HCA 

Mr/Mrs Makaronis – clients of solicitors → executed a mortgage in 
favour of their solicitor (Maguire) to secure bridging finance for the 
purchase of a poultry farm: 

• Maguire failed to inform M’s that he would receive 
commission for arranging finance (at a 24% interest rate), 
and that the solicitors would be mortgagees 

• M’s defaulted on the loan secured by the mortgage and 
solicitors sought repossession 

• M’s sought rescission of the bridging loan 
 
Rescission granted: on terms that amount of advance paid back 
 
Loan was above board, h/e there was a breach of fiduciary duty due 
to lack of fully informed consent: Rescission possible: 
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• No longer have to pay the 24%, but as an incident of 
rescission they had to pay back the advance to the solicitors 
with 9% interest (to balance it out) → any benefits received 
under the contract must be repaid – in the end worth it 

• The loan was rescinded → gave back the advance (The 
initiator of the loan) and released themselves from 

obligations) → winding up involves putting everything back 

 

Will only be applicable so long as is possible → (Smith) e.g. here vendor not at fault, nor willing 
to revert the property back to the misled couple who bought it, so rescission not possible  
 

2) Eqtuiable compensation → youyang; aib; redler 
 
Can get equitable compensation for fiduciary breaches – even if common law remedy (Nocton): 

• No effect of common law rules of causation/mitigation (Youyang) cf. Canadian position 
where it is taken into account (Canson) → intermediary inflating price; difference in comp. 

• Contributory fault will not reduce an award (Pilmer) – no doctrine of exemplary damages 
(Harris) 

• The goal is to approximate the effects of rescission → put as close back as possible (CBA 

v Smith) → $60k paid too much for pub, but couldn’t’ rescind b/c vendor didn’t want it 
back and was not at fault 

 

 

CBA v Smith 
1991 FCA 

Mr and Mrs Smith intended to purchase a pub in the country; 
Commonwealth Bank informed the Smiths that they knew of a pub 
that was to be sold:  

• CBA in conflict: acting for the vendors and the buyers   

• Nothing dishonest, however did not perform any disclosure; 
as such they lacked the required degree of disclosure to get 
the assent of the purchasers  

Smiths overpaid by $60,000 and clearly could not rescind (vendor 
not at fault and did not want the pub back) 
 
Equitable compensation in the amount of overvalue 
 
Breach: the causing by CBA of the purchase decision by the Smiths 

(not purchasing at over-value) → the closest remedy to rescission is 
the repayment of overvalue 

• Since rescission not possible – instead of getting money back 
and giving pub, get as close to where they should be as 
possible which is getting the overvalue back  

Nocton v Ashburton Nocton (solicitor) advised Ashburton (client) to release securities in 

a mortgage he held → A few years later, the security held was 
insufficient to cover the debts, resulting in massive losses for A: 

• Prima facie, this is a breach of duty by a fiduciary but not 
of itself a fiduciary breach 

 
H/e by causing A to release his security, the value of a security that 
N had increased in value 
 
This later emergence rendered it a fiduciary breach 
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Passage of time irrelevant → poor advice gave rise to a conflict 
breach → poor advice in a position of conflict made it a ‘fiduciary 
conflict’ 

• Solicitor when he enters into a financial transaction is under 
a fiduciary duty to make full disclosure of all relevant facts 
known to him 

• This action ought properly to have been treated as one in 
which the plaintiff has made out a claim for compensation 
either for loss arising from misrepresentation made in reach 
of a fiduciary duty OR breach for contract to exercise due 
care and skill 

Canson Enterprise v Boughton 
1991 CAN 

A solicitor breach a fiduciary obligation to a client by failing to 
disclose that the land the clients were buying was not being 
purchased directly from the vendors, but through an intermediary 
who was inflating the price: 

• The client then tried to develop the land as a shopping 
centre, suffering further losses due to the negligence of third 
party engineers 

• NB → like Target Holdings, it was highly likely that the 
solicitor was in on the scam, but the plaintiffs did not rely on 
this as they wanted the solicitor to be indemnified by his 
insurer [viz., no need to argue this point] 

 
Not liable for subsequent losses 
 
Although liable for difference b/w land actual value and its inflated 
price, the subsequent losses were not within the scope of the 
fiduciary duty (affirmed in Youyang) 

• Contract law remoteness/novus actus analysis taken into 
account in Canada and by a minority of judges in Australia 

• Consequential losses unlikely in Australia → better to frame 
action in tort/contract 

 
No doctrine of contributory fault in equitable compensation (Pilmer); would be a crude fusion 
fallacy to import common law exemplary damages in as well (Harris: Heydon JA) 
 

Pilmer v Duke Group 
a.  

Propositions: 

➢ Fiduciary duties will not arise purely because there was 
reliance on the skills of D e.g. accountants might not owe 
duties as they do not guide or influence investment 

➢ Contributory fault of a principal will not reduce an award 
of equitable compensation for breach of a fiduciary duty in 
Aus as can’t even get CN reduction in contract 

 
3) Account of profits 

 

Where property is no longer identifiable → an account of profits is the appropriate remedy 

• H/e it is the choice of the applicant what remedy they choose – be it gains-based or loss-
based (Warman) 

• Only those profits made within scope of fiduciary relationship subject to this rule → nexus 

required → h/e no rules of causation 
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a. All profits are disgorgable (Al-Saraj) → only slightly better split of profits from 
partners developing; h/e the whole of the profits are the result of the breach 

b. Can be limited at court’s discretion based on unconscionability (Warman) → 2 years 
of accounting of profits only 

c. Discretion to limit account based on skill and profits required (Warman; Boardman) 
 

Murad v Al-Suraj A pair of people entered into a partnership to buy, redevelop and sell 
a hotel in the Middle East. Each person was to put up a certain 
amount of money, and to split profits – presumably 50/50 

• A suitable hotel was purchased 

• H/e one partner did not tell the other than his contribution 
would not be releasing new money into purchase price, but 
rather, releasing the vendor from a debt already owed.  

 
The problem was psychological, and the second partner would have 
proceeded with the project either way, just with different terms as to 

the profit split → sues for fiduciary breach 
 
All profit disgorgable 
 
Although the court accepted on evidence that the only difference 
was a split in the profits, the entirety of the profits was disgorgable  

• All profits made by breach of duty are disgorgable → it can 
be harsh, but this is the rule 

• What money is made in breach of duty is owed → this makes 
the account of profit a true deterrent against unauthorised 
profit.  

Warman v Dwyer  
1995 HCA 

Dwyer was MD of the QLD branch of Warman International → 
through this position he became aware of the opportunity to go 
into partnership with Italian company concerned with the 
manufacture of gearboxes: 

• Analogous to Boardman → informs WI of opportunity, but 
they decline 

• D leaves W to set up a new business that makes gearboxes 

W seeks an account of profits for breach of no conflict duty  → He 
was exploiting an opportunity that ought to be have directed towards 
the principal  
 
Choice of remedy up to applicant; gain-based or loss-based 
 

Breach: On the assumption gains-based remedies were sought → 

profits were disgorgable → otherwise he would not be able to 
continue to work in gearbox industry at all (punitive award) 

• Had used knowledge/position in WI to advance own 
commercial interests and obtain unauthorised profits  

• Allowance made for effort and skill expended by the 
fiduciary  

Strictly speaking, D did not exploit the opportunity himself – the 

company does → account done on basis of them all stemming from 
same point 
 
Remedy:  
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• No constructive trust → Cannot impose a constructive 
trust where it would force parties into a continuing 
business relationship and there is no comity between 
them 

• 2 year account: → Have to hand back profit to principal 
(often secured by equitable charge/lien), even if principal 
couldn’t/wouldn’t have obtained profit themselves 

Boardman v Phipps 
1967 HoL 

Boardman using a beneficiary to asset strip L and H, takeover the 
company and make a profit → remedy? 
 

Remedy → Account of profits, with an allowance for work and skill 
required to exercise the takeover 

 
4) Constructive trusts 

 

• Gains-based proprietary relief available when the property is still clearly identifiable → 
ought not to be imposed where other orders are capable of doing justice between the 

parties (Alexander’s Clubs)  → (Reid) was necessary. 
 

AG v Reid (NZ) Hong Kong deputy prosecutor takes bribes from Mafia to impede 

prosecutions → criminal and breach of fiduciary duty → bought 
farms in NZ and HK government tried to caveat title (require 
proprietary interest) 
 
Was a breach of FD! 
 
With breach of FD, the bribe money was therefore held on 
constructive trust. There was accordingly a proprietary interest in the 
assets used in the expenditure of the trust money.  

 


